LGX LAN PARTY
"Forum Campus Geesseknäppchen"
(Luxembourg)
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1) Registration fees :
Solo registration: 39 € per person
Team registration: 35 € per person (4 players or more)

Includes:
• 1x Setup (Table, chair, 1x plug, 1x ethernet port)
• 1x Food + 1x Drink (each player can also bring their own food / drinks)
• Flatrate : Energy drinks, coffee

You are requested to pay the registration fees (solo or team) within 3 working days,
otherwise we can not guarantee your participation. Upon receipt of payment, we will
send you a confirmation by email within 48 hours (working days).

Virement :
BILLLULL: LU60 0023 0101 2133 3800
11F Luxembourg SARL
Libellé : LAN Party + Full name
Banque : BIL
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2) Description / Procedure (16+17/03/18) :
IMPORTANT : No specific tournament is planned for this LAN Party. Each
participant is free to register solo or in team, and bring his pc / console /
games of his choice.
A LAN Party ?
This is an event gathering people for the purpose of playing video games together. The
players bring themselves their computer equipment (PCs or consoles) and their games.
For their part, the organizers provide the room, as well as the internet connection. There
will be an internet connection (LAN) for each participant.
When and where ?
From 16 to 17 March 2018. From Friday 12h to Saturday 18h (30h gaming) @ "Forum
Campus Geesseknäppchen" (Luxembourg). 40 Boulevard Pierre Dupong, 1430
Luxembourg.

Procedure ?
3 rooms will be available to players for LAN Party. Participants will be divided into three
groups of 16 players (48 in total).
According to the information entered in the form (Pc? Console? Games?) The
organizer, will try to bring together the players sharing the same interests. The seating
arrangement will therefore be retained in advance (Room 1, 2 or 3).
From Friday 16/03/18 at 12h the participants will be able to come and install their
equipment on site (PC, consoles, others), and embark on a gaming night. Namely, any
type of pc, console, games is allowed. The participant will also be able to bring back his
own seat (recommended).Les organisateurs mettront à disposition des participants :
-

1x Setup (Table, chair, 1x plug, 1x ethernet port)
1x Food + 1x Drink (each player can also bring their own provisions)
At will : Energy drinks, café

The LAN Party will end Saturday 18/03/18 at 18h. Players are therefore requested to
dispose of their equipment on time.
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3) Rules :
General Admission
To keep everyone's expensive equipment safe we don't allow spectators in the LAN
Party Rooms
Buying a space for a friend (Group registration : 4 players or more)
You MUST put in your friend's username and email in the registration form.
Parental agreement :
A person, who is under 18 years old and wants to stay overnight, needs to have
parental approval.
Bracelet :
At the LAN Party, we will give you a bracelet. The bracelet will be considered valid only
when it is on the participant's wrist. It guarantees entrance for one person only. If the
bracelet is damaged or torn-off - it is considered invalid. Organizers have the right to
check participant’s documents in order to check their identity and age.
Multiple monitors and screen size limitations :
Due to both space and power limitations we don't allow multiple monitor
configurations. As for larger monitors the general rule of thumb is that you need to be
able to fit ALL of your monitor on your desk space.
Is my system too powerful / power ?
Due to the amount of power required by all the systems we must ask you to not bring
any power consuming electronics with you. This includes Microwaves, toasters, bar
fridges, etc.
Tournaments ?
No specific tournament is planned for this LAN Party. However, a Hearthstone
tournament will be organized by Docler Holding in the main hall.
What Pc / consoles / devices / games are allowed ?
Any type of pc, console, games is allowed.
Headphones only :
No speakers allowed. This many speakers in one place would create an incredible noise
and distract those around you.
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What do we use for voice communication at the LAN?
At the LAN you can reach out to people (players + organisers) on our « Discord » Chat
group. The code will be communicated at the LAN.
Is my system safe?
We do our best to keep everything safe. However, you are still responsible for keeping
your area secure. That means don't leave things sitting around that someone could
snatch up. We also ask everyone to keep an eye on your neighbors. If you see
someone poking around that isn't the person sitting there don't be afraid to say
something to them or to staff.
Event Parking
Our location has parking available around the building (Parking P+R bouillon). There is
also parking behind the building. You can pull up and bring your hardware. Please
make sure you don't block access to the parking areas.
Refunds and Seat exchanges
If for any reason you were forced to cancel your participation, the deposit is only
refundable at least 7 days before the tournament. Exceeded this period, it is nonrefundable.
Drugs & alcool :
Illicit drugs will not be tolerated at the event. Anyone caught with it will be immediately
escorted from the event. Otherwise,drink responsibly. Coming back to the event under
the influence and being obnoxious will get you a warning and then if you don't stop
you will be asked to leave.
Theft :
Any theft that takes place will result in a permanent ban on the individual and we will
contact the police.
Insultes / Harcèlement :
Players are required to maintain professional behavior. In case of insults and harassment
to other participants, please notify the organizers. Respect the people helping at the
event. We will not tolerate anyone disrespecting a staff member.
Damage :
You are responsible for any damage done to the building and equipment. This includes
soda spills and damage to tables. We will pass any charges from the building on to you
to any damage done.
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Smoking :
There is no smoking in our current location, this includes ecigs as well
No torrenting / excessive downloads :
We do our best to give the best gaming experience to everyone at the LAN. This means
no torrenting / excessive downloads should happen. If a staff member asks you to
check for viruses or programs running in the background please do what you can to
help.
Will there be a place to sleep?
Beanbags should be available for the participants. Otherwise, everyone can bring his
own a sleeping bag (recommended).

At any time, the organizer reserves the right to modify certain points stipulated in this
regulation. These changes will always be in the interest of the participants. These will be
informed as soon as possible.
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4) Terms and conditions:


If for any reason we were forced to cancel the LAN, the amount will be
refunded.



If for any reason you were forced to cancel your participation, the deposit is only
refundable at least 7 days before the tournament. Exceeded this period, it is
non-refundable.



Players are asked to respect the rules, other players as well as the organizers. 11F
Luxembourg declines all responsibility in the event of an incident (theft, damage
to property, other ...).



The payment of the registration fees, is worth acceptance of our terms and
conditions.

If this document is not enough to make you understand the steps to follow, do not
hesitate to contact us directly on Facebook (Private Message) so that we can guide
you: 11F Gaming - https://www.facebook.com/11fgaming/
Read this document carefully!
11F GAMING Team
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